English

Mathematics

Non-fiction - explanation texts (using the story
‘Monsters – An Owner’s Guide’) and information texts
Fiction – humorous stories
Poetry - writing poems based on some by Spike
Miligan






Properties of 3d shapes
Solving problems using the 4 operations
Telling the time to half past, quarter past, quarter to
and to 5 mins.
Position and direction

Problem Solving Strategies:
Logical reasoning – decide on a starting point with
support. Draw a picture

Science
Animals and habitats
Identify things that are living, dead, and things that
have never been alive.
Identify that most living things live in habitats.
Describe how animals obtain their food from plants
and other animals, using the idea of a simple food
chain, and identify and name different sources of
food.

INCLUDE BAR MODEL
Identify and name a variety of common animals and
say whether they are carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores.

`1
PSHE
SEAL: Good to be me
SEAL: Changes
Discuss the importance of money.

RE
We will be looking at religious books and stories from
the Bible, Torah and Qur’an and asking questions such
as why did Jesus tell Parables?

Robins
Summer Term 2018
Oceans and Seas

Music
Our theme will be weather and we will be exploring
pitch and tempo and learning to use a variety of
R.E
percussion instruments.

P.E.
We will be practising attacking and defending skills
when playing basketball. After half term we will be
doing athletics and practise our skills for sports day.

Computing
 Online safety & exploring Purple Mash – creating
own avatar, searching Purple Mash and using the
Online Work area.
 Pictograms – understand that data can be
represented in picture form and use a pictogram
to record results of an experiment.
 Presenting ideas – exploring how a story can be
presented in different ways (quiz, fact-file and ebook).

Geography
Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five
oceans.
Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify
continents and oceans.
Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key
physical features such as beach, coast, ocean, cliff.

Design Technology
Making healthy sandwiches
Making a boat with a mechanism.

